
For your own sake,Write your Future Scenario !!! 2015/4/2.

Since 2007,author has been engaging in collecting and arranging information on the

climate crisis and the realizable policy as countermeasure As the fact,recent few years

had revealed more evidents of coming wild-nized climate era(strong drought,flood,

hurricane,heat & cold wave,etc,of which last stage is global extinction),and also many

people-themselves had noticed its seriousness.However, there still will not be massive
synchronized effective actions against the crisis. Why at all not ???.

To tell from the very beginning,massive oil consumption with mass CO2 emission has

been the most basic function of modern global civilization,then the problem is to accuse

the pleasure civilization.Global Capitalism Regime is entirely co-body with oil consuming.

Thus,it is due to the overwhelming global scale difficulty and consequent massive
synchronized incompetence,which has been making most of people silent or neglecting.

Above all,betrayal of intellectual leaders in authority in politics,bureaucrat,

research-eduction institution and mass media has been decisive and fatal.

They has been well aware of the possibility of coming global extinction.Rockefeller the
global empire regime now has been trying to suicide with global people.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

Intellectual leaders now in each nations are almost children of Rockefeller the big papa.

http://www.777true.net/Men-in-the-Hell-and-Men-in-The-High-Place.pdf

This is decisive and fatal fact that have been derived by researching since 2007.

Then author beg you to try to write your own Future Scenario !!!.
Certainly for a while,your tomorrow would be same as yesterdays,however

yourself had already noticed that which never could last forever.

It would be your severe,but the most precious work by activating your full ability.

Of course,collecting and analyzing future data is not so easy,thereby you should consult and

make on plan for co-researching with your trusted friends.

If you are company employee,future scenario of your company is indispensable.

If you are farmer,coming future scenario of climate in your region is indispensable.

If you are public officer ,future scenario of bureaucrat would be decisive on revenue.

The revenue would be depend on economy which depend on coming global climate.

If you are military men,future scenario would be decisive by politics-economy,

which is to determine peoples alive or death in coming global climate environment

Above all,author beg genuine climate scientists to write and disclose global climate

scenario with nothing countermeasure and with full countermeasure.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Men-in-the-Hell-and-Men-in-The-High-Place.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf


APPENDIX:HOW TO ANTICIPATE and PLAN FUTURE.
Future prediction is impossible,but only by decent scientifical theory and extra-ordinal

prophecy. Also many experienced knowledges in history would be useful especially for

behavior of human in abnormal environments.But note that experienced knowledge could

be useful only in case repeated in history.Unprecedented global abrupt climate change is

out of our mankind experience.Author trusts prophecy by man and woman of extra ordinal

ability.However even such them confessed that a future is uncertain. Also that a future would

be changed by our will.

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

Ⅰ：The Bible Predictions.
⒜Especially the Apocalypse by John is highlight and marvelous,which is doomed future

prediction by the saint. The ideology of the Bible is teach of repentance toward building

ordered society to co-live by justice,truth and philanthropy(＝God).

☞:This is entirely the same as Al Qur’an ,of which teach is very concrete in believers

political life toward social welfare.

Before the Bible,mankind were ruled by violence without ordered society.Note what is the
worst skill of mankind ?. It is POLITICS toward co-live. That is ,so called Liberation
Theology .Violence is nothing,but injustice,lie,and hatred.If the violence ruled,mankind

future would be doomed.While God ruled,there could not be doomsday.After all,it is

mankind being against God that would cause this world doomsday.Note what the Bible

telling entirely agrees with the situation of todays world where false flag wars are going on.

⒝Stupidity and Danger of the extreme fundamentalism in Christianism.
Act as the Bible predicted !.This may be so called the fundamentalism.Therefore
realization of doomsday is way along with God.This is entirely wrong,as was mentioned,

the Bible’s substantial calling for us is nothing,but salvation by repentance＝revolution !!

☞:Christianism’s original aim was political revolution,

but the defeating had turned it teach on moralism.........Johann.Wolfgang.von Goethe.

It is nothing repentance that would cause our world doomsday.Note this is also decisive

simple logic.It is our decisive and fatal failure that would that cause our world doomsday.

Do you think is this something wrong ???.

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf


Revelation
3:19 As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent.

The Bible,1 John
http://bible.org/netbible/

5:3 For this is the love of God: that we keep his commandments. And his commandments do

not weigh us down,

2. Al-Baqarah
286. Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets reward for that (good) which he

has earned, and he is punished for that (evil) which he has earned. "Our Lord! Punish us not

if we forget or fall into error, our Lord! Lay not on us a burden like that which You did lay on

those before us (Jews and Christians); our Lord! Put not on us a burden greater than we

have strength to bear. Pardon us and grant us Forgiveness. Have mercy on us. You are our

Maula(Patron, Suppor-ter and Protector, etc.) and give us victory over the disbelieving

people."

The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

http://bible.org/netbible/
http://www.noblequran.com/translation/surah2.html
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm


Ⅱ：Scientifical Prediction<Theory the fundamental>.
⑴To see is to believe<foundation of LOGIC the tool for judging truth>

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

What is true ?,It is something realizable and visible.Thereby,not true(≡false,lie)is invisible

and no-realizable.Why do you say for such too evident trivial things ???.

Not true is something non-realizable,which means very important suggestion for us.

Non realizable something can not realize an order sustainable<destruction,failure>.
Thereby,only true can build something righteous<a decent order sustainable!!!>
Now our world has been going toward climate collapse<an order non sustainable>.

Thereby,we can conclude that we have been doing something fatal wrong !!!.

Thereby,now the world is upside down !!!

http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

Thereby,we can not survive, unless we would have reformed something fatal wrong !!!.

This is nothing,but repentance or revolution,which agrees with the Bible teach.

⑵Fact is unique and only<but not double image of realization>.
{A and not A≡contradiction}never simultaneously be true(≡false,lie).

A weapon merchant say "this spear can break through any shields,and that shield can

block any spears".Then a passinger asked the merchant" If you try to break

thorough the shield with that spear ,what will happen ?",..........。Ancient China Fable

Either o f something A or something not A is true and the other is false.Both never can be

true simultaneously.That is,a fact is unique and only at a time.This is the basic to realize

massive agreement by logic<THEORY>.

⑶Causality Law<the most fundamental for prediction>.
Our most concern may describe as “if cause Ａ,then the result Ｂ<Ａ⊂Ｂ>”.

If the result and cause is strict one to one relation,it is called causality law.

This is the most fundamental for prediction in scientifical ways.
If one to many,this is non-causality<see ⑷>

example1)CO2 gas absorbs infrared ray(radiated heat) from ground and emit space or

ground direction again.This is fatal scientifical fact both in observation and theory.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf


example2)Total debt and the total bond is equal.

There is no debt without bond.Thus increasing rich increases debt in someone(nation).

Decreasing rich decreases debt in someone(nation).Can you find this theorem in

economics text books ??.Printing money by central bank is own debt,which must be

vanished to zero by repayment from debtors in someday,or we would face inflation by

some degree,or........

⑷non-Causality means Probabilistic Phenomena due to information defect in cause.
example3)A dice throwing is typical and we must assume equal probability＝1/6 for each

outcomes due to nothing information<non-biased estimation>

example4)micro quantum particle such as molecule’s chemical ,or dynamical reaction is

probabilistic.Smoke molecular movement in atmosphere is also probabilistic(random),so

their trajectory is to disappear at last. This serious fact implicates difficulty of fluid dynamics

of atmosphere.It is difficulty of long time prediction in weather forecasting<few days in

local>.

example5)strategy option<game theory ?>.
A concern for us is dealing between us and competitor.It’s similar with “rock-paper-scissors”.

⑴count up possible strategy options by competitor{a,b,c,..,X}

⑵making winning strategy with estimated probability{P(a),P(b),P(c),..,P(X)}

＊above ⑴⑵＝information research and analysis-synthesis are decisive to win.

⑶cost for each option{C(a),C(b),C(c),...,C(X)}

⑷profit by winning{W-C(a),W-C(b),.....,W-C(X)} →Σｊ＝a
X(W-C(j)P(j)

⑸failure cost for defeating{D+C(a),D+C(b),.....,D+C(X)} →Σj=aX<D＋C(j)>P(j)

＊There is always possibility of defeating by winning strategy failure.

⑹expected cost:P(X)<W-C(X)>-(1-P(X)<D+C(x)>=P(X)<W+D>-C(x)-D

⑺actual profit＝+<W-C(X)>,and actual defeating cost＝-<D+C(X)>

count up possible
options by competitor

a b . j . X expected value

probability P(a) P(b) P(X)

counter cost C(a) C(b)

profit by winning W-C(a) W-C(b) W-C(X) Σj=a
X<W-C(j)>P(j)

defeating cost D+C(a) D+C(b) D+C(X} Σj=a
X<D＋C(j)>P(j)

expected cost .. .. * .. *=P(j)<W+D>-C(j)-D

In actual case,information could not be complete in general,so estimation on possible

outcome rate(probability)is very important.



Ⅲ:Climate Science .

Frankly to tell,conclusion of climate
science had already been
determined to be unique！
Current trend would not allow being of 2050 world by Methane fire blasting.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html

http://www.777true.net//Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf

THE actual effective EMERGENT COUNTERMEASUR are,
⑴Emergent Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering to stop Methane Catastrophe
http://www.ameg.me/ <see the front page>

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

⑵Emergent more than 80%-C02-cut.
See ⑷⒜⒝.

http://www.arctic-news.blog.jp/

That is,nothing salvation by current trend<global policy by COPs agreements>.

Climate debate for 20 years long had nothing accomplishing effective
countermeasure,But those are entirely idling to consume precious times for against

climate crisis.Nothing countermeasure would cause global extinction before 2050 !!!.
Time for left is not so much !!!. Following site’s warning is must see !!.

http://www.ameg.me/

⑶To review climate science,reader must be familiar with math and physics.

http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf

⑷However you might get quick learning for the emergency by this site’s graphs.

http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

........................

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
http://www.arctic-news.blog.jp/
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf


⒜：IPCC has nothing simulation on temperature recovering to now state。
Also this is fatal.By temperature rising only ,it is too evident that globe becomes full

disasterous toward extinction.

IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios
http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm

http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

⒝：777true.net showed temperature recovering process by 80% CO2-cut.
Unless Arctic Cooling engineering,also this would be in vain.。

http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

The reliability of simulation was proved by recovering the record of 1850～2010

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

The condition is that the process would goes as the CO2 emission scenario.

http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html
http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf


⒞Accounting principle verify reconstruction the Past Climate Records
Our simple model could be valid,which can reconstruct the past global temperature
records with that of CO2 concentration change from 1860～2010. <2014/5/28,6/3>

The physical foundation(algorithm)had already be showed in below.

http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/

error estimation ?!!

http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf
http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/


Ⅳ:non-carbon Energy Technology＝GLOBAL ENERGY REVOLUTION !!!.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

It is nothing,but this problem which determine our destiny in future.So global engineers

should try to develop these technology by the top priority task !!!

So far author has been researching,ENERGY REVOLUTION had already ben possible.

However the big oil merchants has been interfering by their strong wealth.Now there are

ignorances and wrong bad reputation by insidious conspiracy ,which has been ruling on

this problem.The real effectiveness and better possibility has been interfering and hiding.

⑴Amazing Saphonian Blade-less Wind Turbine！！！ .
This is revolutional technology overcoming ordinal wind turbine efficiency and cost !!!.

http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/

⑵Water becomes fuel !!!:the supreme energy technology、
Show the experiment and verify the truth by global someone,which would determine our

future destiny！！！！！Oil industry has been hating this ！！！（now on revised version！！）

http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

It's not ordinal DC electrolysis,but water molecule splitting into hydrogen gas(and oxygen

one) by unipolor pulse(charge density wave=CDW).Positive unipolar pulse CDW in water is

stream of hydrogen +ions themselves which is terminated at cathode by electron capturing

with simultaneous hydrogen gas generation.Hereupon,CDW can be radiated from anode

(capacitive antenna) without large energy,but with small ferroelectric loss one.Generally to

tell,a capacitor(without ferroelectric loss energy) never consume electric power.The secret

mechanism of energy creation is due to quantum gravitational field(the creator of this

universe from "nothing") ,Full comprehension on following site is professional oriented

０＝＋Ｅ（available energy）－Ｅ（negative gravity field energy(attraction force)）.
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf

⑶The best cost performance is most established classical method of solar
heater & wind turbine for cooking,water boiling ,electric power generating.
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&

tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=pUxrUZHlCpOjiQfF2IGgCQ&ved=0CC8QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+cooker,pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tb

m=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=_UxrUZfVLsnliAfI8IHQCQ&ved=0CC8QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=wind+turbine&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&s

ource=univ&sa=X&ei=dF1tUfzHKomhiAeyt4HYBQ&ved=0CEcQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf


⑷Marine Power the Vast Possibility.
https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=marine+energy&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=u

niv&sa=X&ei=tL0cVe-rOoe4mwXRtoD4BA&ved=0CDMQsAQ&biw=1024&bih=653

http://ec.europa.eu/research/energy/eu/index_en.cfm?pg=research-ocean

The ocean is an enormous source of energy. It is estimated that 0.1% of the energy in ocean

waves could be capable of supplying the entire world's energy requirements five times over

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_energy

http://www.nhk.or.jp/japan311/kuro-marine.html

⑸Geothermal Energy.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_energy

http://www.777true.net/Both-Heating-and-Cooling-by-Geothermal.pdf

Ⅴ:Economics for Planned One in global semi-war time regime against climate war.
Above all,we must save global peoples life in the emergency by somehow.Once the world

took semi-war time regime,people could be saved as a soldier in saving minimum life.

The main aim of this report is to ask you to write this economy scenario(way of life toward
co-live) in the restricted conditions for climate emergency..Following are a model

sample,but not complete.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf

Ⅵ:mind reading for establish good human relations in unprecedented situation.
Our human life has two fundamental aspects of technological one and mind one.

The former is expected to get good numerical values{income,production amount,goods

price,etc}.This situation may determine peoples mind of satisfaction or dissatisfaction,

however,religion and ideology with peoples mind has not countable aspect.Though as it

might be,a logic is decisive to live with many.In this meaning,there is nothing greater than a

Religion,because those had wholly understand the weakest point of human mind.
Which would become more evident in coming climate crisis world.

The simulation is decisively necessary.

After all,we could not help to admit that our and following generations are step stones to

establish stable ,peaceful,glorious world after the RAMADAN ending.

http://ec.europa.eu/research/energy/eu/index_en.cfm?pg=research-ocean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_energy
http://www.nhk.or.jp/japan311/kuro-marine.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_energy
http://www.777true.net/Both-Heating-and-Cooling-by-Geothermal.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf


PS:Following music had caused author’s a motive to research climate crisis.

The artists might be angel with the warning.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJLOystCGgA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rva-Z8-TB24

http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

Method stimulating own change by writing extremely serious own future scenario was taught

by a Japanese business man and also Michael Jackson strongly sings similar teach.

Man in the mirror

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5vz6iwV38U

Imagine,John Lennon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU

http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

